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Turn Your Dreams…

What is the kitchen of your dreams? Perhaps it
is a kitchen with the elegance of stainless steel
appliances, the class of granite counter tops
and the beauty of solid wood cabinetry. Or
maybe you dream of creating that perfect meal
that will have all of your guests raising a glass
in your honor. It might even be as simple as
having a kitchen that makes your friends and
family feel at home.

…Into Reality

Everything that you will need to turn your dreams into reality is available at
Lowe’s. We carry a complete line of Frigidaire appliances.
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Begin With a plan…

Planning your dream kitchen starts with
thinking about the way you like to use your
kitchen. Consider the kind of cooking you
intend to do, and the appliance features you
need to make it all possible. You may also
want to decide what you like and dislike
about your current appliances, how often you
want to entertain, and if your kitchen needs
to accommodate multiple cooks.

…End with your Dream Kitchen

Your Lowe's Appliance and Cabinet Specialists have the knowledge and expertise
to help you turn your Dream Kitchen into a reality.
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What is in Your Dream Kitchen?

Is it a Counter Depth Refrigerator?

Is it a Convection Wall Oven?

Frigidaire counter depth refrigerators offer that
custom built-in style without the custom price
tag. With only the doors extending beyond your
kitchen counters, you regain valuable space in
your kitchen.

Frigidaire 3rd element convection wall ovens
utilize three cooking elements and a fan to achieve
superior baking and roasting performance.
The circulating air helps eliminate temperature
fluctuations and delivers excellent multiple rack
cooking results.

Is it an Ultra Quiet Dishwasher?

Is it a Deep Drawn Gas Cooktop?

Frigidaire UltraQuietTM dishwashers allow you
to enjoy intimate conversations in your new
Dream Kitchen while you're washing the dishes.
Our European wash system effectively cleans
your dishes without the high noise levels of
traditional dishwashers.

Frigidaire offers the ultimate in styling and ease of
care with its recessed cooking surface. Our high
output burner will help you achieve gourmet
results, while the addition of a fifth burner makes
cooking that four course meal a snap.
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Frigidaire… Makes it all Possible.
Is it an Over-the-Range Microwave?
Frigidaire over-the-range microwaves save
countertop space and will enhance the look of
your kitchen. One Touch Cooking provides 20
additional cooking and reheating selections.

Is it a Dual Fuel Slide-In Range?
Frigidaire’s dual fuel slide-in ranges offer the best of
both worlds. You'll get the best baking performance
in the electric convection oven and gourmet
results on the high output gas cooking surface.

Next Steps
Your Lowe's Team will work to ensure the proper
selection and installation of your Dream Kitchen.
• Complete on-sight measurements
• Assist with selection of desired appliance
model and color

Is it a High Performance
Ventilation System?

• Professionally install your appliances
• Test to ensure proper hookup and
function
• Clean up the installation area

Frigidaire ventilation systems are the best way
to protect your Dream Kitchen. Generating up
to 400 cubic feet per minute of exhaust airflow
which removes smoke and food particles from
your cooking environment.

• Haul away packaging and old appliances
at no extra charge
• Follow up call to ensure your satisfaction
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Dream Kitchen Planning Guide
w Select Appliances
W Color
W Finish

Time to Dream
Determine how you want your Dream Kitchen to
look and perform.

w Cutouts
W Consult the product guides in this brochure to
determine if the cabinet openings allow for proper
clearance for the appliances you have selected

w Gather design ideas
W Look at kitchen design and home décor magazines
W Surf home décor websites
w Speak with your Lowe's appliance and cabinet specialists
W Consider various appliance colors and finishes
W Consider cabinet styles and finishes
W Consider countertop colors and materials

Time to Plan
Important decisions to be made

w How often do you cook?
W Consider 36” cooktops
W Consider double wall ovens

w Establish a financial plan
W Your Lowe's Specialist will guide you in meeting
your budget
W Lowe's offers a consumer credit program to help make
your Dream Kitchen a reality

w Do you entertain in your kitchen?
W Consider ultra quiet dishwashers
W Consider counter depth refrigerators

w Choose appliances
W Select specific Frigidaire appliances

w What type of cooking do you do?
W Roasting - consider a convection oven
W Baking - consider a double wall oven
W Sauté - consider a high output gas cooktop
W Boiling - consider an expandable electric element

w Choose flooring
W Hard surfaces
W Area rugs
w Choose ceiling
W Lighting
W Fans

w Number of people in your family?
W Consider a tall tub dishwasher
W Consider a 26 cubic foot side-by-side refrigerator
w Do you need to accommodate multiple cooks?
W Consider an island cooktop
W Consider a warming drawer

w Everything in between
W Sinks
W Faucets
W Paint color

Time to Design

Time to Purchase

Meet with your Lowe's Kitchen Design Sales Specialist

Final steps to make your Dream Kitchen a reality

w What should you bring?
W Sketch of your current kitchen layout
W Sketch of your Dream Kitchen layout
W Existing cabinet measurements
W Your design ideas

w Place Special Orders
W Appliances
W Cabinetry
W Accessories
w Specify delivery dates

w What about utilities?
W Do you need 220V service?
W Are gas hookups easily accessible?
W Are outlets properly positioned and grounded?
W Do you need a refrigerator water line?

w Set up installation

Time to Enjoy
Invite your friends and family over to relax and experience
your new Dream Kitchen!
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